Compliance Statement

ISO/IEC, EN & TIA Screened
Max. 82 m Class E_A / Category 6A
UCCONNECT Four Connector Channel

Draka - a brand of the Prysmian Group
Draka Comteq UK, Ltd.
Crowther Rd., Washington, Tyne and Wear, NE8 0AQ, England

Compliance Statement No. 112693A

This type of Class E_A / Category 6A screened four connector channel has been tested by 3P Third Party Testing and complies with the 10 Gigabit Ethernet requirements of IEEE P802.3an, Class E_A requirements of Edition 2.2 of ISO/IEC 11801, CENELEC EN 50173-1:2011 and Category 6A requirements of ANSI/TIA-568-C.2. Covered connector PCB design may be confirmed by 3P from verification of received connector sample. Passing of attenuation requirements are limited to a four connector configuration having max. 15 m flexible and 67 m horizontal cable lengths at 23°C. The Compliance Statement is valid for the channel type in T568B designation and may be suspended or withdrawn if it fails to pass a Maintenance Testing performed at 12 month intervals. The channel consists of the following UCCONNECT components:

- **Cables:**
  - UC FUTURE COMPACT ZD 26 Cat.6A U/FTP 4P LSHF; P/N 1021526
  - UC FUTURE COMPACT ZD 26 Cat.7 S/FTP 4P; P/N 1016781
  - from cords, UC C500 PC SF xx L yyyy

- **Flexible Cables:**
  - UC C500 MJ TF S; P/N 1021271

- **Qualification Status:**
  - Manufacturer Verified
  - 3P Verified

- **Conn. Hardware:**
  - Modular Jack, UC C500 MJ TF S; P/N 1021271

- **Cords:**
  - CP Cord with Flexible Cable: UC FUTURE COMPACT ZD 26 Cat.7 S/FTP 4P; P/N 1016781
  - Patch Cords: UC C500 PC SF xx L yyyy

- **Qualification Status:**
  - 3P Verified patch cords and Manufacturer Verified CP cord
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